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ABSTRACT
Drowning is a leading cause of death followed by home accidents and road traffic
accidents occur in most countries of the world. Statistic from Life Saving Malaysia
Society of International Life Saving Federation shows that more than 400,000 people all
over the world and 9,000 of them in US alone drown every year. This has proven that
safety is a major concern for individuals who are dealing with water activities. Statistic
also shows the numerical sum of death cases involving children drowning in recent years;
thereof to prove that all bodies including government, legal sectors, NGOs, communities
and also individuals by forthwith have to give full onus to obviate this tragedy. This
calamity would be further increase if safety actions are inadvertently distracted. There
under, ideas to prevail the case are unveiled by mean a communication-based apparel to
protect and reduce the risk ofchildren's suffocation posed by water activities.
The purpose of this project is to design a final working prototype oi Intelligent Safety
Jacket. 'Intelligent' by mean, best described as the feasibility of the jacket to
automatically inflate when submerged into the water and abruptly, communication circuit
integrated within the jacket will deliver SMS (Short Messaging Service) alert to
receiver's mobile phone. Therewithal, the term 'intelligent' will also be recognized as the
only communication-based apparel that can call for help.
This project is mainly focusing on the Microprocessor II course by which PIC16F877 is
being used as a microcontroller in C Language programming to transmit the data to GSM
(Global Systems for Mobile Phone) modem before being notified by the receiver.
Microprocessor II notes, Intro to C textbook, guidance from lecturers and extra findings
on the internet are the main sources of this project.
As to conclude, Intelligent Safety Jacket is engineered to the exact specification oidouble
safety approach. It emphasizes three fundamental aspects; automatically inflate, SMS
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ABBREVIATIONS & NOMENCLATURES
FYP Final Year Project
ISJ Intelligent Safety Jacket
SMS Short Messaging Service
PIC Programmable Integrated Circuit
RS Radio Standard
GSM Global Systems for Mobile
Communication
PIC C Compiler Software used to create source codes using
C Language
WARP13 Software used to program the generated
source codes into PIC16F877 through
".HEX" file
WARP13 PIC Programmer device A physical device programmer designed to
program the PIC
Halkey-Roberts Automatic Intlator A device that detects water and triggers a
firing mechanism to allow the CO2 canister
to inflate the bladder within the lifejacket,
and creates a buoyancy
EDX18 18th Engineering Designs Exhibition
ICSJ Intelligent Children Safety Jacket
PU Polyurethane
C02 Carbon Dioxide gas
Polyester Rescue garment with waterproof
characteristic
Nylon A light/medium waterproof kind of
material that is suitable for safety clothing
and rescue garments which has strong,
tough, resilient polymers, good barrier and
high fatigue properties. It is also a good




Atrion Corp A specialist in medical part supplier, where
Halkey-Roberts, a US manufacturer which
was formed in 1941, is their share partner.
United Moulders UK manufacturer based in Hampshire
England, where the other brand of
automatic intlator is produced.
Hammar Swedish company who manufacture an
automatic intlator that has a hydrostatic
valve in place of the bobbin as used by the
other makers.
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PFD Personal Floatation Device
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
TC35i Siemens GSM modem A modem used to deliver SMS alert to the
receiver
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
VAR Value-Added Reseller
AT commands Hayes command set. AT is short for
attention
SIM Subscriber Identity Module
GSM1800 Global Systems for Mobile
Communication -1800; uses 1710 -1785
MHz to send information from the Mobile
Station to the Base Transceiver Station
(uplink) and 1805 -1880 MHz for the other
direction (downlink), providing 374
channels (channel numbers 512 to 885).
EGSM900 Extended Global Systems for Mobile
Communication -900; uses frequency range
880 - 915 MHz (uplink) and 925 - 960
MHz (downlink), adding 50 channels
(channel numbers 975 to 1023 and 0 to the
original GSM-900 band)
MOandMT Managed Object and Mobile Terminated
PDU Format Protocol Data Unit Format
SMA SubMiniature version A
LED Light Emitting Diode
PBCCH Packet Broadcast Control Channel
CSD Circuit Switched Data
USSD Unstructured Supplementary Service Data
CS1 Coding Scheme1
DTMF Dual Tone Multi Frequency
I/O Input/Output
Microcontroller A computer on a chip consisting of:
i. CPU (central processing unit)
ii. RAM (Random Access Memory)
hi. EPROM/PROM/ROM (Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory)
iv. I/O (input/output) - serial and
parallel
v. Timers
vi. Pulse Width Modulation
vii. A/D and D/A conversion
CPU Central Processing Unit
RAM Random Access Memory
EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
X
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PROM Programmable Read Only Memory
ROM Read Only Memory
A/D and D/A Analogue/Digital and Digital/Analogue
PWM modules Pulse-Width Modulation





RS232 Serial Communication Port (D-
Type 9-pin connector)
A serial cable used to transmit and receive
data between a computer-MAX232 and
between the MAX232-GSM module (In
this case, used to transmit). For a low rate
data transfer or long distances data transfer.
COM1 COMputerPortl
CPU Central Processing Unit
HyperTerminal A communications program used when
connecting to other computers, bulletin
board systems (BBSs), and a host ofother
Internet-related services. It is designed to
emulate various types of text terminal. It
can be configured to make a connection
through a modem or directly over a serial
port.
AT+CMGF AT+CMGF; Message Format:
If,
AT+CMGF-1, it is in text mode
If,
AT+CMGF=0, it is in PDU mode
AT+CMGS AT+CMGS =?;Send SMS message
Ctrl-Z Control + Z keys pressed simultaneously
.HEX File extension; Hex dump
ASCII American Standard Code for Information
Interchange
MAX232 A voltage level converter. The RS232
interface uses +-10V and the Max232




ATH ATtention Hang Up Call
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<da> Destination Address
TP Tech-Prep








GPS Global Positioning System
AVL Automatic Vehicle Locator
Maxis (M) Sdn. Bhd. Local (Malaysia) Telecommunications
Service Provider
Celcom(M)Sdn.Bhd. Local (Malaysia) Telecommunications
Service Provider
DiGi (M) Sdn. Bhd. Local (Malaysia) Telecommunications
Service Provider
UTP Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS
Microprocessor II Course offered by UTP in Electrical &
Electronic program
C Language Programming language used to create
source code for the PIC.
Intro to C Reference textbook from Borland.
Xll
IfI had to name asingle, all-purpose instrument ofleadership, it would be communication
John W. Gardner




1.1 Background of Study
Today's technology has reached a certain level of success that can be proud of by
humanity especially people who enjoy the benefits after breaking the shackles applying
the knowledge in a real-life situations. Therefore, it will stimulate future generations in
achieving the success of technology expertise. Undeniably, when all these latest
technologies spread throughout the globe, the most advantageous industry that bring
expedient is communication systems. Regardless to other engineering disciplines,
communication systems have become the domain in every place by the widen use of
mobile phones, internet, e-mails and other communicating devices. This has proved the
essentiality of the communication systems compared to other diligences.
The facts that the world has already changed from poor communication systems to
enhanced structures are something that is incredible. Designing communication-based
apparel which is enables to provide better safety and protection is the purpose of this
Final Year Project (FYP).
1.2 Problem Statement
Drowning is a major cause of death in boating or any other water-related activities.
Drowning comes in silence and happens in all level of ages, from infant to over 60-year-
old man. Therefore, safety precautions have to be taken seriously in order to overcome
the downing experiences. Children are the most frequent group drowns than any other
ages. Playing with water is so risky for children especially when there is no eyesight
securing them. Whilst, worries most parents as could be seen a lot ofaccidents involving
children drowning into the water; sea, lake, pond, flood or even in theswimming pool!
Lack of supervision during water activities perhaps isa main cause ofchildren drowning.
Thus, safety is the parents' major concern at their children. Apart from that, parents are
willing to spend thousand ofdollars just to provide safety precaution totheir children.
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For that reason, important focus has to be made. Action should be taken prominently to
guarantee this calaminity would be diminished. The significant aspect of this project like
as mentioned earlier is to provide secured protection most of the time for persons getting
involve in water occasions.
Therefore, ideas are breed to create supportive safety apparel to protect their life from
drowning. Designing the safety jacket which is enable to automatically inflate during
submerging into water and detect the location of the wearer where about are the
requirements for this project.
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
The main objective of this project is to create and develop final working prototype of
Intelligent Safety Jacket (ISJ). The term 'intelligent' best described as the feasibility of
the jacket to automatically inflate when submerged into the water and determine the
location of the jacket wearer where about by sending an alert to mobile phone via Short
Messaging Service (SMS) system. Therewithal, the word 'intelligent' will also be
recognized as the term, 'the jacket that can call for help'.
Thus, the special features of this jacket would demonstrate the uniqueness of its design as
well as the rugged construction it may appear. The knowledge of communication systems
thought in mobile communications is applied. This project focuses on the communication
circuitry that appears to be an essential part which will be integrated within the jacket.
The idea of this circuit comes from the Microprocessor II course, reined by PIC 16F877
as a microcontroller, MAX232 IC and also the communication medium, RS232 serial
communication port. The combination of these components are carefully staggered with
the present of GSM modem, the high-speed data transfer device which allow to be
significant feature to deliver the SMS.
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The software involved is PIC C Compiler using C Languages to create the source codes
which will be programmed into the microcontroller, as an embedded system. The
software used to embed the source codes into the PIC16F877 was WARP13, together
with WARP13 PIC Programmer device (FIGURE 26). In making sure the project fulfills
the requirement, the automatic pump system is another aspect needed to be understood
before stowing into the feature.
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Iliterature review
2.1 Feasibility of Intelligent Safety Jacket
All over the world, infants drown more frequently than people at any other age. Statistic
shown that, in Australia, for every 100,000 children between ages 1 and 5, 13 die every
year from drowning (Pearn, 1977).
In this age group drowning is the leading cause of death, followed by accidents in and
around the home and road traffic accidents. Inadequate supervision, an inability to swim,
and lack of barriers separating children from pools and other water are the main causes of
drowning. Although the vast majority of drowning happens to children rather than any
other age, this jacket is not necessarily invented to children.
NOTE: This jacket is suitable at all ages and not specifically designs for children.
Intelligent Safety Jacket is the term chosen instead of Intelligent Children Safety Jacket
because it describes the concept and application of this jacket and not for some specific
purposes. The scope of applicability of this jacket would be wider and the cases of
wearers' size, age, and weight are no longer an issue. This new concept of the jacket
where it can automatically inflate during submerging into the water and then deliver the
data to mobile phone via SMS alert can be applied for every level of the jacket's wearer
whether adult or a child. It is just the size, weight and buoyancy force that matter in
distinguishing between them.
For adult, the idea situation to wear the jacket is during duty at the offshore. Engineers
who work in highly risk condition at the offshore are having risk of over boarding into
the sea or in an occasion where they need to take a boat to go back to land from the
platform. By wearing thisjacket, it can double up the safety where a man-in-charge in the
control room of the platform will receive an SMS alert if something happens to the
wearers. Realizing the notified SMS, a group of rescuers will go and help those floating
persons on the sea provided that the jacket wearers are within the coverage of the safety
system ofthe jacket.
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For children, the most suitable condition to wear this jacket is during leisure or fishing
time under adult's supervision. When a child goes overboard, SMS alert from jacket's
safety system will be delivered to mobile phone of the care taker (parents for example).
Then, the notified SMS will tell the parents something might happen to their child.
Realizing that, they will call the rescuers for help or they themselves will directly go to
the spot provided that the place is within the coverage of the safety system of the jacket.
Beforehand, the parents need to be informed where is the destination or the recreation
spot the child goes along with the adult.
TABLE 1 below describes other suitable conditions to wear this jacket classified by
categories and the number of persons in an occasion:
TABLE 1: The situations to wear the ISJ for the number of persons and its categories




- go for fishing, boating,
and water sport alone
without companions. This
would present the
possibility of drowning into
the water without any
eyesight watching on.
- they go for fishing and
both of them wearing the
jacket. If anything happen
to one or both of them, the
SMS alert will be activated
and notify to their
colleague's mobile phone
that stay in land. After few
moments, their colleagues
reach to give help. Apart
from that, their colleague
may also inform the other
bodies like the water sport
center's safeguard regarding
their friends' floating on the
water. Then, the safeguard
will go for help.
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Group - a group of people,
possibly tourists are taking \
a boat to their destination !
island. When something .
happens to the tourists
along the way to the
destination, the SMS alert i
will notify the group leader
or captain in the cabin. 1
Then, the captain/leader i
will reach as soon as
possible to give help.
Children One swimming alone in
home's swimming pool
might be dangerous
sometimes when there is no
supervision by adult. This
jacket will act as a floating
device for child. Parents do
not have to worry for their
child because the jacket will
always float on the water
surface.
Two - in an occasion where a
child goes fishing with the
adult, probably father. The
SMS alert will notify a
mother in the house if the
child goes over board. The
mother will inform rescuers
for help as soon as she
receives the SMS provided
that the father forgot to
bring the mobile phone.
Group - a group of children taking
a boat to the destination. A
leader will be notified by
SMS alert if anything
happen to those children.
Immediately, the
leader/captain will save the
children.





Basically, this jacket is intended for children between five (5) to 12 years old. However,
in order to describe the concept and application of this jacket, it could be more useful if
the functionality of this jacket can be widen by not looking for some specific purpose
only. Therefore, this jacket changes its term from the original, Intelligent Children Safety
Jacket (ICSJ), to Intelligent Safety Jacket. This is not only for its wide application but
also as a preparation to face with questionnaires from external examiner during Final
Presentation soon.
This means the jacket is suitably worn by adult and children. This is the jacket that
provides the buoyancy force of 150Newton, which means the person who weighting
more than 40kg are approved to wear. This looks like the adult safety jacket. For children
between five (5) to 12 years old, the automatic pump system would not be able to work
properlywhen it is applied at own intended design of safetyjacket (Unless the wearer is
in the range of 40kg to 100kg).
NOTE: Wearer who weighting between 40kg to 100kg is approved to wear this
jacket
It must use other types of materials to support the higher buoyancy force acts on children'
body such as buoyancy foams. Unfortunately, it looks bulky and less comfortable for
children. That is one of the reasons why the title is changed to Intelligent Safety Jacket.
Grasp this concept, it still within the scope of the project which is to create and design the
safety jacket that can automatically inflate and call for help when immersed into the
water. Below are the specifications of Intelligent Safety Jacket:
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TABLE 2: Specification of Intelligent Safety Jacket
Particular Description
Type: Automatic inflatable safety jacket
Colour: Black —*• cover
High visibility orange —• buoyancy chamber
Outer material: PU coated polyester
Inner material: PU coated nylon single chamber buoyancy
Weight: 0.75kg
Dimension (LxWxH when packed): 32 x 57 x 7 cm. approx.
Dimension (L x W x H when inflated): 45 x 59 x 19 cm. approx.
Intlator: Halkey-Roberts automatic inflator
C02 cylinder: 34g CO2 cylinder
Buoyancy: 150N
Inflation: Automatic inflation and oral-inflation tube
Special features: • Communication-based apparel that
can call for help
• Deliver signal to phone via SMS
once it is inflated
• Automatically inflate when
submerges into the water
• Lifting beckets for retrieval
• Emergency whistle
• Strap for light
• Toggles for attachment
• Retro-reflective trim
• Oral inflation tube
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(modem and automatic inflator)
- Provides double safety approach - Annual service maintenance
- Lightweight and easy to handle (wear) - Sensitive inflator
- Deliver SMS in faster rate - Communication circuit may also sensitive
(need proper handling)
- Smaller and comfortable - Not suitable for person weighting 40kgs
and below.
Black cover is selected because of its commercial value. Black is unique compared to
other fabulous colors. It is a good heat absorber during day light when we are boating in
the middle of the lake where the ambient temperature is absolutely low. The materials
used for the cover was PU Coated Polyester. The fabric is made of 100% fine polyester
withPolyurethane (PU) coating andwaterproofcharacteristic.
Polyurethane coatings provide a thin film, high gloss finish with exceptional weathering
performance characteristics. This coating is used in virtually all industrial markets to
provide a smooth durable finish that has superior resistance to corrosion, abrasion, and
chemical exposure. Polyurethanes are normally used to topcoat high build epoxy and
inorganic zinc.
FIGURE 3: Polyester with polyurethane (PU) coatingsof the outermaterialwhich
provides water proofcharacteristic for the safety jacket.
For the buoyancy chamber, the color chosen was the visibly orange fluorescent. It is
made of PU coated nylon fabric. PU coated nylon is a light/medium waterproof kind of
material that is suitable for safety clothing and rescue garments like this jacket. The
characteristics of nylon fabric are shown in the TABLE 4 below:
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TABLE 4: The characteristics ofnylon material
Nylon Characteristic
GENERAL • strong, tough, and resilient polymers
• good barrier and high fatigue
properties
• good abrasion resistance
• good resistance to oils, greases and
solvents
PRIMARY PROPERTIES • Excellent impact resistance, good
thermal stability
• High abrasion and weathering
resistance
• Excellent flow properties
• Good dielectric properties
• Good resistance to a wide range of
chemicals
• Hypo-allergenic
FIGURE 4: Polyurethane (PU) coated nylon fabric in visibly orange fluorescent; for
the buoyancy chamber
The total weight of this safety jacket (excluding circuit) is 0.75kg. It is light, easy to carry
and give more comfort to the wearer. Basically, the automatic inflator (HR) has so many
differentweights of its CO2 cylinder. In this project, 34g CO2 cylinderis used to give full
inflation for the jacket which provides 165N of buoyancy (16.5kgs). The dimension of
this jacket (when packed) is 32 x 57 x 7 cm. approximately and the dimension (when
inflated) is 45 x 59 x 19 cm. approximately which is about 40.6% increases of its original
size.
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FIGURE 6: The dimension of Intelligent Safety Jacket (when packed)
Halkey-Roberts automatic inflator is chosen for this project as a main component that
causes the jacket to inflate. The other inflators available in the market are:
i. Hammar automatic inflator
ii. United Moulders automatic inflator
hi. The Secumar inflator
iv. Hydrostatic inflator
Halkey-Roberts inflator uses an "auto capsule", which contains a spring-loaded plunger,
topped by a bobbin. Halkey-Roberts, is a US manufacturer formed in 1941. It is now
part of the Atrion Corp, a specialist in medical part supplier. Its patented Hfejacket
inflator is fired by a 'bobbin'.
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The bobbin chemically reacts with water by dissolving and allowing the mechanism to
fire the C02 .When wet, the bobbin dissolves, releasing the plunger to pierce the cylinder.
The safety jacket's inflators are zinc coated kind of material specifically made to reduce
rust. The approximate length of the cylinders varies from 10.5cmto 16.5cmaccording to
its weight. There are several types of CO2 cylinder with different weight available in the
market such as:
v. United Moulders Rearming Kit 20g
vi. United Moulders Rearming Kit 24g
vii. United Moulders Rearming Kit 33g
viii. United Moulders Rearming Kit 38g
ix. United Moulders Rearming Kit 60g
x. Automatic Hammar Inflator Rearming Kit 34g CO2 cylinder
xi. Manual Halkey-Roberts Inflator Rearming kit 34g CO2 cylinder
The different between each of them is the only weight because the bigger weight can
accommodate more buoyancy force and the size of the jacket may also vary. Smalljacket
needs lighter CO2 cylinder and vice versa.
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FIGURE 7: 34g CO2 cylinder
Apart from the inflator's function that can automatically inflate oncethe bobbindissolves
in the water, the jacket howevercan be manually inflated by oral inflationtube integrated
within the jacket or by pulling the lanyard attached aside. This is to ensure that the jacket
stays in good condition before it is being used. Another function of oral inflation tube is
to adjust the jacket so that it fits with the wearer's condition.
12
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To rearm the jacket, the cap of the oral inflation tube has to be put off so that the CO2 gas
from the buoyancy chamberwill vent out throughthe tube.
FIGURE 8: Oral inflation tube for manual air adjustment in buoyancy chamber.
This jacket is used for offshore industrial, fishing, boating, yachting and leisure-time
activities. In fact, the real purpose of this Intelligent Safety Jacket is to provide double
safety approach from theriskof drowning; but it does notguarantee for rescue.
NOTE: This jacket will provide the double safety approach but it does not
guarantee for rescue unless the receiver has been notified by SMS alert from the
circuit integrated within the jacket.
2.3 How Does the Jacket Work?
Intelligent Safety Jacket is a Personal Floatation Device (PFD) which helps the wearer by
its conditions to remain conditionally safe on the water surface before the rescue comes
upon. This sophisticated-design jacket will be utilized at near shore areas such as river
banks, lake banks, ponds, sea shores and also at the swimming pools. The fundamental
principle of this jacket is that once the wearer goes over board, a 'bobbin' on top of a
spring-loaded plunger contained in an automatic inflator, will react with water and
dissolve. Then, the spring-plunger will pierce the carbon dioxide (CO2) cylinder attached
to the inflator. Gasfrom the cylinder will blowup an air bladder and poof! the air bladder
unfolds and the jacket inflates within 10 seconds.
13
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2.4 Communication Circuitry
Basically, the main component in this systemis GSM modem. GSM (Global Systems for
Mobile Communication) modem provides multiple applications such as the right
industrial interfaces for GPRS class 8 data, voice, fax and SMS (Short Messaging
Service). Grasp its concept, SMS application is the easiest way to deliver data to mobile
phone because of the widely used nowadays and also the fastest way to get high-speed
wireless data communication.
However, the usage of GSM modem in any applications may cause higher spending
which is can be estimated more than RM1000 per unit. Fortunately, this is the cheapest
modem but the fastest one to deliver data; model TC35i Siemens GSM modem. FIGURE
9 shows the physical conditions of TC35i Siemens GSM modem.
FIGURE 9(a): Frontview FIGURE 9(b): Right view FIGURE 9(c): Left view
It can be powered by 240VAC power supply as input and reduced to 7.5VDC output. A
built-in SIM card reader makes it easy to plug the TC35i OEM (Original Equipment
Manufacturer) Terminal into the circuit.
NOTE: Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM); a company whose products are
used as components in another company's product. The OEM will generally work
closely with the company that sells the finished product (often called a "value-added
reseller" or VAR) and customize the designs based on the VAR's needs.
14
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Below are the features and specifications of TC35i Siemens GSM modem:
TABLE 5: TC35i Siemens GSM modem's features and specifications
General features: • Dual-Band EGSM900 and GSM1800
• Compliant to GSM phase 2/2+
• Output power:
- Class 4 (2 W) for EGSM900
- Class 1 (1 W) for GSM1800
• Control via AT commands
• SIM Application Toolkit
• Multiplex RS232 interface
• Power save mode
• Supply voltage range S...32 V
• Dimensions: 95 x 54 x 25 mm
•Weight: 130 g
• Ambient temperature: -20 °C ... +55 °C
Specifications for SMS: • Point-to-point MO and MT
• SMS cell broadcast
• Text and PDU mode
Interfaces: • Plug-in power supply
• Handset audio interface
• Mini-SIM card reader
• Antenna connector SMA (Female)
• V.24/V.28 interface on the 9-terminal sub-D
socket (Standard)
• V.24/V.28 interface on the Sub-D socket
RS-232 and audio through
mini sub-D 15-pin connector supporting
(option 1)
• SMA Antenna connector
• Operating status LED
Specifications for data transfer: • GPRS class 8 (up to 85.6 kbps)
• Full PBCCH support
• GPRS mobile station, class B
•CSD up to 14.4 kbps
•USSD
• Non transparent mode
•V.110
• Coding scheme CS1, 2, 3, 4





• Several ringing tones
• DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency)
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Another main component of the communication circuitry is a microcontroller. For this
project, PIC16F877 is used together with MAX232 IC (as interface). The microcontroller
used as embedded system (e.g. SMS delivery circuit) is selected due to several reasons:
i. Cost; much cheaper than computer
ii. Size and weight; more compact and much lighter than computer
iii. Practicality; if the application requires very few number of I/O and
the code is relatively small, a microcontroller would be suitable
iv. Reliability; simpler architecture is less likely to fail
v. Speed; since all components are located on a single piece of silicon,
applications run faster than it does on a computer
This communication system circuit is very unique because:
i. No operating systems
ii. Execute a single program, tailored exactly to the controller hardware




2.4.1 What is a Microcontroller?
Microcontroller is a computer on a chip consisting of:
• CPU (central processing unit)
• RAM (Random Access Memory)
• EPROM/PROM/ROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory)
• I/O (input/output) - serial and parallel
• Timers
• Pulse Width Modulation
• A/D and D/A conversion
16

























FIGURE 10: Block diagram ofthe microcontroller
Generally, PIC16F877 is a mid-range microcontroller that supports:





• 10-bit A/D conversion (up to 8 channels)
• Built-in USART for serial communication
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FIGURE 11: Physical Pinouts of PIC16F877
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Electrical characteristics of the PIC16F877 are stated below:
• Digital I/O current limit
- High source/sink current: 25mA
- Do not push it
• Standby current in sleep mode
- <luA
Reset mechanisms ofPIC16F877 are as follow:




Current transients of PIC16F877 are just:
• Beware of current transients
- Ensure thatpowersupply has adequate current capability
- Over current will pull down voltage
• Use bypasses capacitors across subsystems
Substantially, most basic circuit that uses PIC16F877 asa microcontroller consists of:
i. Power (+5V) and ground (GND) - Power and ground are connected to the
PIC through pins Vddand Vss. The ddand ss refer to the drain and source
notation used in the PIC. Vdd = 5V and Vss = 0
ii. Oscillator - Depends on its speed; 8 to 20MHz, 4MHz, 200kHz. Currently
using standard clock of 4MHz crystaloscillator,
iii. The master clear pin MCLR* - This is an active low pin that provides a
reset feature. Grounding this pin causes the PIC to reset and restart the
program stored in the FLASH ROM. At any other time (i.e., for running
the microcontroller), the MCLR* pin should be made logic 1 by
connecting it to a +5V supply througha pull-upresistor
iv. RS232 Serial communication port (typically witha MAX232 Chip)
18
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3.0 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Using and Testing GSM Module
The GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) network offers a wireless
infrastructure which extends peoples' reach to anywhere in the world. There are several
means to tap onto this infrastructure as a commumcation medium. One way is to use a
direct data call to connecta point-to-point data link from one place to another. Or, to log
into the World-Wide-Web via GPRS. But, simplestmethod is via SMS (Short Messaging
Service) system. Which ever means is used, a userwants to exchange or send data from
one point to another. Below are set of methodology used to deliver data from GSM
module to mobile phone via SMS:
NOTE: The TC35i Siemens compatible GSM module is a low cost OEM (Original
Equipment Manufacturer) version of the real thing.
3.1.1 GSM Module Specifications
Dual-Band EGSM900 and GSM1800
Compliant to GSM phase 2/2+
Output power:
- Class 4 (2 W) for EGSM900
- Class 1 (1 W) for GSM1800




Supply voltage range 5...32 V
Dimensions: 95 x 54 x 25 mm FIGURE 12: Siemens TC35i GSM modem
Weight: 130 g
Ambient temperature: -20 °C ... +55 °C
3.1.2 Specifications for SMS
Point-to-point MO and MT
SMS cell broadcast
Text and PDU mode
19
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3.1.3 Interfaces
• Plug-in power supply
• Mini-SIM card reader
• Antenna connector SMA (Female)
• V.24/V.28 interface on the 9-terminal sub-D socket (Standard)
• SMA Antenna connector
• Operating status LED
GSM SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card is inserted into the module like as shown
below:
FIGURE 13: SIM card inserted into the module
RS232 Serial Communication Port is connected to the computer to test out the GSM
module and the power connector is inserted:
FIGURE 14: RS232 Serial Commumcation port and plug-in power supply
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The complete set up is shown below:
FIGURE 15: GSM modem with complete setup and ready to be tested
One end of RS232 Serial Cable is to be connected to the COMl at CPU and another end
to the 9-terminal sub-D socket GSM modem. On the HyperTerminal, the same serial
COM port (COMl) has to be selected. HyperTerminal used to come with Windows












FIGURE 16: Connection description of HyperTerminal
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Therewithal, the region of connection has to be set to simplify the area of operation by










FIGURE 17: HyperTerminal indicates the region by which the connection is to be made
The baud rate is to be selected at 9600 bps (actually, the module will accept all the baud
rate setting, any selection will work). The other parameters have to be set: Data Bits (8),
Parity (None), Stop bits (1), Flow Control (None). The interface of Windows'
HyperTerminal dialog box settings is shown below:
22
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C0M1 Properties
Port Settings
Bitspei second: 9600 v
Data bits: ;8 vs
Parity [None V
Stop bits: ]1 •V!
How control: i|j33^^^^HI Hfl^H v
Restore Defaults
OK Cancel Appk
FIGURE 18: COMl dialogue box settings
Thereto, this will open up a HyperTerminal Window once the OK button is clicked. On
the left bottom corner of the HyperTerminal window shows a "Connected 0:00:44" which
indicates that the connection is available and the time that the connection has been
established. Thereunder, AT Command can be tested out with the GSM modem.
FIGURE 19:HyperTerminaTs workspace for AT Command
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3.2 Sending a Text SMS
It is really simple to send a SMS as it supports text format which simplifies the
programming on the micro-controller. The SMS is sentvia two commands:
• AT+CMGF
• AT+CMGS.
The "AT+CMGW selects the GSM module to support the text mode. It is only
necessary to initialize the GSM module once. The subsequent command AT+CMGS
sends the SMS message. A trace is shown here:






> fiLERT!*..I an floating..I am floating.,Help!HRescue-999)^
CHGSr 10
OK
Omened 0:14:54 Autodetect 960Q6-N-1
FIGURE 20: AT+CMGF and AT+CMGS commands on HyperTerminal
AT+CMGS-'0125586102" means the next text data is to be sent to the telephone number
0125586102 which is the receiver's phone number. After invoking the commands
CMGS, theprompt ">" will appear just before entering text. The GSM will response with
a ">" character. At baud rates below 19200 it is recommended to use the line termination
character onlybefore entering the text. Use of the line termination character followed by
the response formatting charactercan cause problems.
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Then, SMS text message canbe typedand closed the message usinga Ctrl-Z. Ultimately,
the SMS is successfully beentransmitted to receiver's mobile phone and ready to go for
help in a real case situation.
FIGURE 21: SMS is delivered to mobile phone
3.3 Programming the PIC












© Norton Antivirus •
Lg Armour Vfrus Control •
Mew Office Document © l*roetettron*a •
i^^ St) IVTSueSolei •|L£> Open Office Document ^ Borland C-H-5,02 >
|L)§| PIC Simulator IDE *
WARP13
FIGURE 22: Warp13 windows program
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FIGURE 23: Warpl3 Desktop Icon
First, select the program either in Windows program or on the Desktop Icon:
Program->WARP13->WARP13. Warpl3 interface displayed on the screen andready
to commence the PIC burning as shown below:
jgwAKi" 13mtnP.-f mude imrvLR -"ewfoukdelectronics
Fie Devfce Pro-am CfSare ComnB Ca&raHon Hc%i
fjevice j}l6F»77
,-Qwckapficns (HrtavedJ




























JODO: 3FFF 3FFF 3FSF 3SFF 3FFF 3??f 3EFF 3FFI Cfcfcleft "*
)D0S: 3FFF 3FF7 3FIF 37FF 3VFF 3F77 37FF 3FFF to IBB "
DG10: 3FFF 3FFF 3FF1? 37JF 3FFF 3FFF 3FFF 3FF7 0ala EE
3018: 3WI 3PFF 3F77 3FFF 3BFF 3FF7 3FFF 3FFF
3QZ0: 3FIF 3FFF 3FFF 3F7F 3FFF 3FFF 3FIF 3FFF
DQZB: 311F 37FF 3FFF 3FF7 3BFF 3FFF 3FEF 3HF
3030: 3FFF 3FFF 3FFF 3FFF 3FIF 3FFF 3F7F 3FFF
3036: 3FFS 3FFF 3IFF 3FFf 3FFF 3FFF 3FFF 3FFF
Manny














FIGURE 24: Warpl3 software interface
Before the PIC is programmed, it has to be read to indicate the present of the original
codes which later has to be erased: (FIGURE 26)
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FIGURE 25: Warpl3 PIC Programmer device
nfiilY ^fllJE DHlVI.H-hhWTOUNDELtCTRDmCS
Fto Device Program Options Conije CdbrstJon Hsfc
Bevies Hifiim? Ffe ||4tEU)-16FS77<:18:06PM9/2B/2g06
QuickOptions(Nottared) •
























' I J3F39 i I -£«Llr Aut0
5000: 3000 DG8A 2S17 0000 100A 1084 IJ-OA 0782 cg^ ]gf| JZ.
DO08: 3441 3454 342B 3443 344D 3447 34S3 343D |o Jga
D01O: 3422 3430 3431 3432 343S 343S 3130 3436 [)a|a £E
3018: 3431 3430 3432 3422 3«2C 3431 3432 343S memOQI
D02O; 34QO 1DOA 10SA 110A 0782 3441 344C 344E
)023: 34E2 34S4 3421 3421 3420 3449 3420 3461
3030: 34SB 3420 3466 34SC 34E7 34S1 3474 3469
3033: 34SE 3461 3421 342E 342H 3449 3420 3461
.=]














h „,-r;i5 IMoad project file
i13200 16FB77 IReadTimeaoS ;flEAD-lEF8774:ia(BPM9/2B/200B
FIGURE 26: Read up the PIC microcontroller at first
Then, the codes in the chip space have to be erased to load the new codes in ".HEX'
file format.
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i SeriaINo = ofi
Program - F5
1000: 30OO 0034 Z3F.7 0000
1O08: 3441 34S4 312B 3443
3010: 3422 3430 3431 3432
1018: 3431 3430 3432 3122
)0Z0: 3400 100A 10BA IIOA
D028: 34S2 3454 3421 3421
3030: 34SE 3420 3466 346C
31138: 346F. 3467 34ZH 342S
1DOA IDS* IIOA 07OZ
344D 3447 3453 343D
343E 3435 3430 3436
342C 3431 3432 3439
0502 3441 344C 3445
3420 3449 34E0 3461
346F 34S1 3474 3469
342B 3449 3420 3461 d L.
yari^^Ffij atank F7 iBead-FBJ •Xit-FlO
Pmiet»-
UnbadptojectSe
119200 1oT67ir IHead r™ 988:-READ IBFBnt-MfTPUSHS/ase
FIGURE 27: Erase the chip codes in the PIC
After all, blank option is chosento clear the space in the chip.
ESEBM&Sfcw
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19201) i1£Fo77 iBlankTineOiai -R£AD-16F877*ia47PM9/28/2(IC6
FIGURE 28: Blank the space in the PIC
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Browse the .HEX file which needs to be programmed.
JU*3
Lookire ft ~3 +" iSs &
jf^Documents • Ihwei ji]16fB4,HEX
S^My Computer i JrsmarlfVp ||877,hex
^?My Network Places Qhoh U LftBlA.HEX
1)4583 -tmagic1 tests [jp&tfoboU€X
_Janeesa DWLAB HHByHIKaW












FIGURE 29: Open ".HEX" File
Open
Cancel
PIC isprogrammed, 'Program-F5\ and stay for few seconds asthe chip tobeverified.
ttamMSWTCSRBftS jQtxl
Qwce ||1(FIT7 Fie | |C\Do«»«it» and SeBingt\ee\Deitaop\ieili3.HEX 3^7/2006 2:10:211
-!i I Unload protect fite
19300 I1SF877 iBlank Tme G.80 \C:\Docunenrj and SaM^W£e^\rer^HEX9/27/2rj06ai021 PM
FIGURE 30: Programthe PIC16F877 microcontroller
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Finally, the programmed codes have to be reread once again before it can be tested on the
circuit.
NOTES: Code Protection should always be in 'OFF' position after every code
programming. This is to ensure that the data is not permanently saved in the PIC.
The microcontroller can be rewritable as long as it is not saved in.
5 BINARY 10DF DRIVER - NEWFO JM> ELECTRONICS. jdjsi
Fife Device Pro-am Options Comns C^radcm Hofcj

























"fig •—-— -Code ™tecnon—— -
rjicBaUn ]XT J t? Code proiacSOFF





| JO |?F? Coriia.HHU.-i|3E39
Program - F5
3000: 3000 003ft 2BB7 0000 100A 1C6A IIOA 076E rfer, (.Ji -=J i-SaiatND-
!000: 3441 3454 342B 3443 344D 3447 3453 343D toleH r— \
1010.- 3422 3430 3431 3432 3435 3435 3436 3436 pa,aEE
1010: 3431 3430 3432 3422 342C 3431 3432 3433 memory
1020: 3400 100ft 106A IIOA 0782 3441 344C 3445
J028; 3452 34S4 3421 3421 34Z0 3449 3420 3461
1030: 346B 3420 3466 346C S46F 3461 3474 3469
)03S: 34S8 3467 3421 342H 342H 3449 3420 3461
ZJ




..2 i Pr-'jjesn *.*« 1
P.,: 1 - ! UrtoadpiQJHCtfte j
M920D 16F677 RsadTimeaSB -FtEAD-16r^4:15.*1 W9/2&V2D06
FIGURE 31: Reread the programmed chip code
3.4 Troubleshooting the Circuit
The communication circuit is tested after PIC is programmed. When it is connected to PC
through RS232 Serial Communication port (COMl), there is no problem occurred in
displaying the programmed data (FIGURE 32). It indicates that the data which has
already burnt out into the PIC16F877 is absolutely the output that will appear on the
receiver's mobile phone.
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aaaartl | ^J® O !J|%eRM*tt-Hn>«TenriMl
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'^aJa^i 1:24PM
FIGURE 32: The text in which it would appear on the receiver's mobile phone





MAX232 has insufficient power to be supplied to GSM modem compared to
the enough power to the PC.
The signal waveform came out from MAX232-to-PC is different from the
signal waveform came out from MAX232-to-GSM modem.
Programming error most probably due to the ASCII character for 'CTRL+Z'
which is 26.
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4.0 RESULT & DISCUSSION
The following are some simple AT commands:




ATH Hang Up Call
"AT" is typed on the HyperTerminal and "OK" will respond. This is the simplest
command to tell the GSM module to go on attention. It doesn't do anything. However,
this is also a means to test if the modem responds on the baud rate and all the serial
settings.
4.1 AT Commands Originating from GSM 07.05 for SMS Data Transfer
The SMS related AT Commands are according to the GSM 07.05 specification issued by
ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute). The command AT+CMGF,
selects SMS message format by either in PDU (Protocol Data Unit) mode or in Text
mode like it is currently used.
TA sets parameter which specifies the input and output format of messages to be used.
The modes of selecting SMS message format are as follow:
• 0 PDU mode
• 1 text mode





TA (Terminal Adaptor) transmits SMS message from TE (Terminal Equipment) to
network (SMS-SUBMIT). Message reference value <mr> is returned to TE on successful
message delivery. Value can be used to identify message upon unsolicited delivery status
report resultcode.
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Text mode (+CMGF=1) and sendingsuccessful:
+CMGS: <mr>[,scts>] OK
Below are some parameters from the executed commands to give the desired response for
delivering the SMS message from GSM module.
TABLE 7: The executedcommand parameters for SMS delivery
Parameter Description Example
<da> GSM 03.40 TP-Destination-
Address Address-Value field in
string format; BCD numbers (or
GSM default alphabet
characters) are converted into
characters; type of address
given by <toda>
0125586102
<toda> GSM 04.11 TP-Destination-
Address Type-of-Address octet in
integer format (whenfirst
character of <da> is + (IRA 43)
default is 145, otherwise default
is 129)
129 by default
<mr> GSM 03.40 TP-Message-
Reference in integer format
+CMGS: 14
<scts> GSM 03.40 TP-Service-Centre-
Time-Stamp in time-stringformat
(refer <dt>)
After the command CMGS is invoked, the prompt ">" is waited and then text can be
entered to the module. After that, the message typed can be delivered by which <CTRL-
Z> is entered. Sending can be aborted when <ESC> is entered. The operation is
acknowledged with OK although the message already been discarded. Moreover, sending
e-mails via SMS on HyperTerminal can alsobe utilized.
Note: Some providers do not recognize "@" symbol. Possible alternative "!" for
"@" applied.
It is always recommended to use the line termination character at baud rates lower than
19200 before entering the text, in order to avoid problems caused by the use of response
formatting character after line termination character. In other words, text should be
entered behind the">".
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Prompt will be recognized as GSM characters. For example, "Backspace" (ASCII
character 8) does not delete a character, but it will be inserted into the SMS as an
additional physical character. As a result, the characters that need to be deleted still
appear in the text, plus the equivalent GSM code. In text mode, the maximum length of
an SMS depends on the used coding scheme, which are 160 characters if the 7 bit GSM
coding scheme is used and 140 characters according to the 8 bit GSM coding scheme.
4.2 Text Delivered and its Limitation
Here is the text that has just set on the HyperTerminal and will be sent to mobilephone:
"ALERT!!..Iam floating..!amfloating.Help!!(Rescue~999)"
> ALERT!!..I am floating..I am floating..Help!!(Rescue-999)
• •
IplKRescu
3» ~ -*+t*-rd "* JY^-H ' •
FIGURE 33: Text message that was converted from HyperTerminal to receiver's mobile
phone
The message indicates that the jacket wearer has already gone into the water but
however, he is floating on the water surface because of the automatically inflated jacket
that he wears. Immediate rescue cannot be distracted to avoid calamity of the suspect.
Once the SMS has been received, prompt action has to be taken. One question arises.
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How does the validity ofthe receivedSMScan beperceived?
The sender's original phone number has been set out in the SIM (Subscriber Identity
Module) card which was slotted into the GSM module. Therefore, the received SMS will
reveal the original sender's phone number. Prior to the event, the jacket wearer has
already informed such number to the receiver (perhaps his colleague) and it is definitely
proves that the SMS is justified. There under, the validity of the received SMS is in fact
genuine.
FIGURE 34: SIM card slotted into




FIGURE 35: The sender's original phone
number from GSM module's SIM card
+60175837558 is the sender's original phone number used to deliver SMS to the
receiver. The validity of this number is proven by the fact that this number belongs to
jacket wearer's phone number. He or she should inform his colleague prior to the event of
taking him or her to the destination.
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FIGURE 36: The complete setup of communication circuitry where it canbe integrated
within thejacket. Once thebutton is depressed, the SMS alert is directly delivered to
receiver's mobile phone
According to FIGURE 36 above, the circuit is initially tested using two (2) power
supplies as main sources; one for supplying to the circuit which is 5VDC, 0.16A and
another one for supplying to the GSM modem which is 7.5VDC, 0.5A. In order to make
this circuit portable, rechargeable batteries are being replaced as the output source. Six
(6) 1.2VDC rechargeable batteries (1300mAh each) connected in series, which is
equivalent to 7.5VDC are being used as thepower supply. Another one, 9VDC, 200mAh
battery together with9VDC to 5VDC, 1Aregulator is being used to supply the circuit as
an equivalent 5VDC voltage supply. Therefore, the circuit is built portable with the
present of these batteries.
The above circuit, FIGURE 36, can be scaled down into smaller dimension. However,
for the reasonof cost consideration, it is just made up to such a size. It would be higher in
cost if the circuit is sized down. The power sources used must be smaller-sized batteries,
the GSM module's size has to be reduced and the casing also has to be down-sizing. By
accomplishing this option, then the circuit would be able to be integrated inside the
jacket. Nevertheless, this communication circuit still works well and or course it meets
the requirement of this project. Therefore, it is still gives great introduction to double
safety approach.
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5.0 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION
5.1 As to Conclude
Intelligent Safety Jacket (ISJ) is engineered to the exact specification of double safety
approach. It promotes three (3) fundamental aspects which are the SMS alert system,
automatic floatation system and also the double safety approach. The SMS alert system is
widely used nowadays and easier to obtain its service from quite a number of service
providers in Malaysia, by means of its SIM card, which is slotted into the GSM module.
This technology is today's essential and will become norm in future to come.
5.2 Future Recommendation
Intelligent Safety Jacket (ISJ) can be further developed in the future by utilizing the GPS
(Global Positioning System) technology. This technology enables the receiver to map the
real location of the jacket wearer where about by means of its satellite notification.
Apart from that, the other cost-effective way to develop this jacket is by introducing to
AVL (Automatic Vehicle Locator) technology. The co-operation with local service
providers such as Maxis (M) Sdn. Bhd., DiGi (M) Sdn. Bhd. or Celcom (M) Sdn. Bhd. is
a must to obtain such a service. Initially, the modem will deliver SMS alert to both the
receiver's mobile phone and to the local service provider once the button is depressed.
Then the local service provider (Maxis for example) will acknowledge the notified SMS
by sending back the follow-up SMS to the receiver indicating the location of the jacket
wearer where about as referred to the nearest communication tower or the nearest local
subdivision tower.
Moreover, the safety of this jacket can be further improved by developing the system
delivering the SMS alert to many receivers as possible rather than the one itself. Friends,
relatives, parents and even local rescuers can be notified through this SMS and then they
come to help the drowning person on the spot.
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Microchip* PIC16F87X
28/40-Pin 8-Bit CMOS FLASH Microcontrollers
Devices included in this Data Sheet:
PICl6F57i * PC16FS76
Microcontroller Core Features.
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* Pi:>sj*';.;:i'!7*i:'!!l>!S; ,•*>$!> jirol^lk>''i
' i'\w*rs5V'ir-*! £;.££!'* mo *e
* SsisrtsP&oxh'HOr opjaria
1 Low kv«v. w- sp^v-v- CMOS ^LASH.'EEPRDM
'.fr^r-r.s'sgv
* rL'!{y sTatCCSSgn
* Iv,.".^:yi1 Ss«iai P^>;;TiitTTi'.!f.iJ™^I^P;i \i;> Iwo
' S'ngs 5V In-C'rc^ Serial Progfarrsmirg c=psDi!*y
* Ir-C^citf De&y-39T-g vis'wo pins
* Groses* or rssfiWfrS ssc&ss to program m-smory
' Was operating voltage range 2 OV to 5 5V
* tj'gh &mii?So^!"& Cyrs-i-it 25 mA
r=r,-2K
* i.o,A'-pov»er aj'-isympjiof'
• -: 0 6 rrA lyp irs! @ •*'.•'. 4 MHz
- 20nAtyp;^i-S±) oV., 52 *Hz

















* ~ ,TT-'!>f3 Si-bit ^rfayfr.^nV;-: wt\\ il-b* p!'-ft-K.:;":i;-T
• v.m&n i6-&rrt:fr*r.,;x-:jri':fi-rWiTi pra-™!frr,
Zifr, p? snacmer-fed £i;r ;r.2 SLEEP Vi» ^'E-ir-si
•:.ryal3!.*-ni(Kh
* T!rri&!2. S-D?l rmer/iotnterwnri &-ds penori
• Two CspTuf*. Carepsr* PVAA modules
- Capture is 16-p!* max 'es^i-li-or- is 12 5 ns
- pyVM mix f«s.:"jiyt;:»;'• •* '~i-l*i
' "iO-PS muas-:rsrinaiArs3-o----'t->Di3,Bi-:-3rivsrt-er
* Syvrf^ronoys 5t*rsa! Port-5SP) with SP|w.;»,tastEM
IT'03#j Sri-3 t?C™.:MSa1*r'.'S!sV*;i
* JruversslS'yr.rhrorous AsyM^r-srsus Rksvs?
rfftt'ijm^^ji^AHr.'SCtjwiltvS-Svl siijf^S's
' P-arailat Slave Port .PSPj S-p[ts wae, war,
•!>:>dftm*!«n.WR ;sr.-;sCS-::;>-''.1i^;i.;4af44-fwr.f>-,iyi
• BrrMTi-oui dstedron iTCij^ry for
Browr!-oyt Resirt I BC'R»
D533232C-9age 1
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KivgnfioooH;?
^•'V'CKll Mcmclsp Tfif^iiTnioCTj inc.
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OSC1.*CLKIN 13 11 30 i SIVCVOS^' OwNsr.tr cvaa* »npuya<£e'Tia! tf ock w« tnsDUt.
OS0i'-"i.KOUT U 15 :!1 0
i.i cy^a' «sciia»r mute h RC mode OSC2 2;n <Ai:yucs
CLOUT witch has l.Mthe t-aquwicy a) -:>SCl. ffirt
dtsHJ&ar.ffci irl^fjeSun C/Cle fate
WCLR.'VFP 1 2 ia i'P ST Vaster C!ear •; Reset! iWJHur ffoyrsflir'nii-iyvdSsiye if'tfut,
Thispni^anacSveHowRESfeT tjn trie tie woe
PORTA te d fc-dir«C5ui'B! I'O jurt
RAC.ftNC 2 3 n !,-D II. «A0 oa^ aiso 5e aiaog ^paffi
KJAI.'Attl -i A •« i,'[> ITl SA1 can Also op sifilog ir™ml
RA2:AN2,i>.¥ieF 4 5 21 F.'O TTL RA2 earl a!-*) be aiiaby i;-i„t2 u;" neyat-.-ie
analog Serenes voltage
RA^'AW-Jf^F* "?• e •T* ','0 m _RA3 can aiso ^aanagg !npjf3 or aasEttve
analog reie'ence voiage
HA4.T0CK? § 23 S'O sr 3A4 can aEso era>thecioe!<<oisutto ij» r"T*"G urev
SAS.'&S^fi^
?
3 24 j;-rj 1TL sas can aiso Seanaiag nipuM o'vie ^a'-e seseK *r
PORTS i* a ti-dii««[«riai LO sort PORTS can „ soft
wfifo jrqgrarTirred ^or ?n!»ma£ weak p)-ti-.p m a!> ;rc.iK
R H5,'l ar •33 36 a i.-O TTl'ST*" RBC can also tie trie external irt&^AStp>n
R51 34 37 S !:0 TTL
^££ .35 33 IC i'O 11L
<!£>.•?•::&* 3fi :'j!j 11 v:* ill. SB'? Ctin gi^fi s<snfi ttw vrf'sgc j!Twj!t™"ng ircp'.r:
ilEU 37 •41 14 i.-O TTL Inte/rJirtand'ja-'iye (sfi.
was 32 -12 IS vo rn :-ncen\i£X-*vch*nge an
BB8.'f>-:X: :iri •JJ i*; !.':> TT:..slvl inrfi-~,if*-fin-change pn o* n-Oi-c/u- t;:^^ggw j3:n
Serial proyfaii rutiy tSoO,
HB.'.^OD 40 14 1,- i;D m,-5f}.'
Sccai jarogfartrming data








iSa -SwlnilH Tfiyytf:1 ;ng!Jt
^sa Sch'Ttt Tagger"lfDirc
isa SchrrsS Trigger input
ivod& .;*-•• •TSi-saong w a
i£a ScnrniS Tnggor ina'J
i'O - HiiLC.'y^an P « sw-iwr
il'L = ITLinpit SI = Sc-Tntitt("ngge" input
v*ti«i ctci^y^-sd a^an «j«.toi'-naS intef<yf)t.
'•^nei jsed .^ Se-iaf rVopia'T^dg iTode.
when cwiSgirest a;;garE?a pjroor<e i.'Oand a TTi. iTaJtwnen „ed r-ttha Paiai;e!
m&O&roc&W MSI
when ccn^g^ed in R£ osBCabo-r ^Toda and a CMOS inpJ. o'JieriK'sje
<'^Kll McjncS'rjj r«chnn!<ngy np.
45
FYPH*EEB5038 intelligent Safety Jacket
PIC16F87X






























































































«•;>! can also 30 the Tires'l fl«:I!3*vr «.irp..ltnr ,-i
Tirtwrl tsewkirrjut-
RC1 cai also Se (he T tsM oso!>#sk<ns Jto-
CapMreS input.'Compare? ojtaufi'Pt'.'M? cutout
RC2 ea"i aisu iie fie Caa-j«1 srijut-'CofnyasBl
misjur.'PwMd rt-iisjiit
RC3 ca-i alao Sjc Bie —»-icnrmojn sar.a cJ—* input/
ojts>Jt\jrSofts'11and ; C erodes
RC4 can also -ae tne 5?; Daia :n-;SPi mode"! o~
Jata i'O';!1^- ruude}.
RCSc~ 313a iw* ffw SPi f:^!a-:>.!• ;sP<rcfwtoi
RC6 can also ac tries u SART AnynciTanouETans;n!it
or Synchnjiious Z\c&..
9.".',' can also &<s thft USART Asv.Tr.rYnnci:.!* S{<h:/J-v*s
Or 5ynd1rorH_i__i
POHTD' >sa *};-A-e<aQna= i;0 {»<•: o- sa^iei save sot
wncn inteftacng to a m:era processer a us
POfiTF is a t»-dimcti-ina! v.'i on-
RFC can also tie read cortneii iff trie para'e save
get. 0"analog npuS
SF.1 can also » write cnnm< ins-rhc paraiifti save
yort. «• anatoy i^ijuS
HE2 can aiso « s£e<£ co*-tf Jo- the sa^e' save
port. oranalog input?
G'tijnd i-e^'-ence ^Q" *>9'C and i.'O 3>ns.
Pd&tr-nsupply *r logicand L*Q pi.-R
Thesepns ars not internally connected These onr.
ihoJd Qe !€"?ufi»njtec»d
- •- Nut jad TTL - TTLi'ipol 5T - IfchrmKTri~*r rtai'.
2- Tni a.ffer isa SoimK Trigger rnaut finen a-sed m&r:at ?rag-a,Trj3irig rnodeii m; ^e- 44 Sttfftt In!-'<W *1W1 winvrtaspe*n( pu^se Wa;>d aTTL ..i0„i,iie.i ^ed -n m »a««
^ave Port mode tar:ntcr^ongto a T'o-eproc—sKr inre!
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